This laboratory experiment is designed to train undergraduate students in the fundamental steps followed in engineering solution-processed organic solar cells and to offer insight on the operating principles of said device. Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells represent a photovoltaic architecture which has attracted a lot of attention due to its promising properties; moreover, this architecture, due to its low cost and potential, is continuously being investigated and improved. This paper is intended as a useful step-by-step guide for students and researchers to learn how to construct such a device. Another primary objective of this article is to highlight the importance of optimizing device performance through enhancing the optical, electrical, and morphological properties of the materials selected as building blocks. Once a completed organic solar cell is made, students will also learn how to investigate and assess its performance through a series of spectroscopic, electrical, and morphological characterization measurements.
Introduction
As we turn toward clean, environment-friendly, renewable energy sources, solar power has gained much attention over the past few decades [1, 2] . Photovoltaic technology has come a long way and is still making strides in the development of new, state-of-the-art solar cell technologies and architectures. The main target of the scientific and industrial community is the optimization of the efficiency, cost, and stability of all existing technologies. However, a lot of attention has shifted from traditional silicon based solar cells to other state-of-the-art 3rd generation solar cell technologies which include organic solar cells [3] , dye-sensitized solar cells [4] , and perovskite solar cells [5] [6] [7] . The interest in organic solar cells stems from their low-cost, environmentally friendly, and versatile materials, as well as their compatibility with flexible and printable substrates [8] .
This manuscript focuses on bulk heterojunction organic solar cells. The operation of such a cell relies on four core mechanisms; (a) light absorption, (b) charge generation, (c) charge separation, and (d) charge collection, all described in further detail within this manuscript. A bulk heterojunction solar device must contain an anode (e.g., indium-tin oxide or ITO), a photo-active layer (AL) containing a light absorber (e.g., a blend of PTB7, an organic polymer and PC 71 BM, a fullerene derivative), a hole transport layer or HTL (e.g., poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS),
Pedagogical Goals
After the completion of this laboratory exercise, the following goals will be accomplished:
•
Learning of the step-by-step method of construction for an efficient bulk heterojunction organic solar cell device.
•
Familiarizing with the fabrication and characterization techniques and equipment used. • Understanding of the importance of optimizing device performance through enhancing the optical, electrical, and morphological properties of the materials selected and perfecting the experimental parameters. • Introducing students to the operation principle of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell.
Principles of Operation and Device Structure
The operation of a bulk heterojunction solar cell is based on four main mechanisms; (a) light absorption, (b) charge generation, (c) charge separation, and (d) charge collection.
(a) Sunlight is absorbed in the form of photons by the photoactive layer which consists of an electron donor material (PTB7) and an electron acceptor material (PC 71 BM) which are intimately mixed together. (b) When a photon is absorbed by the donor material, an electron is excited, leaving behind a positively hole. The electron and hole are bound by Coulombic forces forming a quasiparticle known as an exciton. (c) The exciton diffuses toward the donor-acceptor interface where it is dissociated. Due to the intimate mixing of the donor and acceptor materials, the interface where excitons dissociate, and free carriers are generated, is extended and therefore optimized.
(d) The free electron travels through the donor and hole transport layer and is eventually collected at the anode, while the free hole travels through the acceptor material and electron transport layer, eventually being collected at the cathode. The flow and collection of these free carriers is essentially how electrical current is generated with photons from sunlight as the source.
In the conventional configuration of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell (Figure 1a ) [9] [10] [11] [12] , a transparent substrate; which can be made of glass and rigid or made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and flexible, is coated with a transparent conductor that serves as the anode. The transparent substrate and anode allow light to pass through so that it may be exploited by the photoactive layer. Indium-tin oxide (ITO, In 2 O 3 :Sn), a transparent conductive oxide, is one of the most popular employed anode materials due to its transparency and low sheet resistance [12] . In between the anode and the absorbing photo-active layer a hole transport layer (HTL) is placed. This transporting layer operates as an electron blocking layer and at the same time serves as a hole conductor. This dual function lowers a lot the recombination rates and thus enhances the performance of the photovoltaic device [9, 13] . Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is one of the most widely used HTL in organic solar cells [14] . In BHJ organic solar cells, the active layer typically consists of a blend of an electron donor and electron acceptor materials [9] . The active layer consists of a mixture of a fullerene derivative e.g., ( [6, 6] -PhenylC 71 butyric acid methyl ester, named PC 71 BM (the electron acceptor) and a conjugated polymer e.g., (Poly[ [4,8- [3,4-b] thiophenediyl]], named PTB7 (the electron donor).
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It is worth mentioning that OSCs based on fullerene-free electron acceptor are also being designed and exhibit advantages compared to the more traditional fullerene-based OSCs. For instance, non-fullerene acceptors have tunable energy band gaps, exhibit low VOC losses due to reduced charge recombination, and are more stable during thermal treatments, and, as a result, higher power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have been achieved, specifically (13% for single-junction OSCs and >14% for tandem OSCs) [15] . More recently, a PCE of 13.3% was achieved by P. Cheng at al by using two non-fullerene acceptors or NFAs, namely FOIC and F8IC in tandem, these two NFAs have different LUMO levels resulting in a tunable VOC and different energy band gaps resulting in tunable JSC when using them in a blend [16] .
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It is worth mentioning that OSCs based on fullerene-free electron acceptor are also being designed and exhibit advantages compared to the more traditional fullerene-based OSCs. For instance, non-fullerene acceptors have tunable energy band gaps, exhibit low V OC losses due to reduced charge recombination, and are more stable during thermal treatments, and, as a result, higher power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have been achieved, specifically (13% for single-junction OSCs and >14% for tandem OSCs) [15] . More recently, a PCE of 13.3% was achieved by P. Cheng at al by using two non-fullerene acceptors or NFAs, namely FOIC and F8IC in tandem, these two NFAs have different LUMO levels resulting in a tunable V OC and different energy band gaps resulting in tunable J SC when using them in a blend [16] .
In an organic solar cell, photons propagate through the transparent non-absorbing electrode (ITO) and are absorbed by the donor (PTB7 in our case). When a photon is absorbed, an electron is excited from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the donor, leaving behind a hole (positive charge). The electron and hole form a pair bound by Coulomb forces (in the order of~0.5 eV for most organic polymers) that migrates as one quasi-particle. The excitons are diffused towards the donor-acceptor interfaces, where they split under the built-in field created by the energy difference between the LUMOs of donor and acceptor materials. This energy difference must be higher that the binding energy of the exciton. The free electrons and holes are generated across the donor-acceptor interface. In order for the excitons dissociate and create these free charge carriers, they need to reach this interface between donor and acceptor. Moreover, due to the low dielectric constant of the majority of the donor materials (and thus strong exciton binding energy), the light-induced excitons have a short lifetime making it crucial that they reach an interface between donor and acceptor within this short lifetime. For this reason, the formed donor/acceptor interfaces should be closer than 10 nm from solar photon absorption point. Once the excitons dissociate at the donor/acceptor interfaces, the free electrons drift through the acceptor material then through the electron transport layer (ETL) and are eventually collected by the cathode. The ETL facilitates the photo-generated electrons in reaching the cathode as fast as possible, at the same time operating as a hole blocking layer prohibiting the holes from reaching the cathode and recombining with the electrons. The collection of free carriers at the respective electrodes results in the generation of an electrical potential difference. Traditional used ETL materials include, among others, Calcium (Ca), TiO x and other metal oxides. Metals such as aluminum (Al), silver (Ag), and gold (Au) are utilized as the cathode materials. In the experiment described in this manuscript Ca is utilized as the ETL and Ag is the selected as the metal cathode. These are the last two materials deposited via thermal vacuum evaporation.
Experimental Section

Safety Precautions
Safety and chemical handling courses were mandatory before the beginning of this experimental session. In this context, suitable personal protective equipment had to be worn at all times during the presented experiment. A lab uniform, protective nitrile gloves, protective goggles, and gas mask were necessary, as well as long trousers and covered shoes. Acetone and IPA are highly flammable solvents, inhalation of these solvents in high concentrations may cause drowsiness, nausea, headaches, and can even result in unconsciousness, and contact with the skin or eyes can cause redness and irritation. Moreover, the parts of the experiments which concerned CB, a toxic and flammable solvent, took place inside a glove box in order to avoid exposure to any fumes, as well as any contact with the skin and eyes. Protective nitrile gloves were put over the glove-box gloves to protect them from any deterioration from CB during the spin-coating process of the active layer. PEDOT:PSS is corrosive to the skin and can cause serious eye damage. PTB7 is not classified as a hazardous or dangerous substance in powder form, however, typical safety measures still apply. PC 71 BM is highly toxic and thus gas masks were needed additionally to the typical PPE. For further information on the toxicity of each chemical material safety precautions needed, the Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each material should be consulted. Hotplates and ovens must be handled with caution as to avoid any possible burns. Students must consider all hazards and safety precautions described above, before entering the laboratory to begin the experimental part.
Materials and Equipment
All materials and solvents utilized were supplied through commercial sources. The chemical structures/formulas of the compounds used in the organic solar cell devices fabrication are depicted in Table 1 .
More specifically, PEDOT:PSS aqueous dispersion with a solid content of 1.3%-1.7% and a PEDOT to PSS ratio of 1:6 was purchased from Heraeus Clevios™. PTB7 and PC 71 BM were purchased from 1-Materials Inc. (Dorval, QC, Canada) and Solenne BV (Groningen, The Netherlands), respectively. The glass-ITO substrates were purchased from Naranjo Substrates (The Netherlands). These glass substrates are pre-coated by the manufacturer with a transparent ITO layer (thickness of about 100 nm and a surface resistance of~20 Ω/sq) in a specific pattern which acts as the anode. Deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol were required for the three-step cleaning process of the substrates. Calcium (Ca) and silver (Ag) pellets were used as the ETL and metal cathode respectively and were applied using the thermal vacuum evaporation method.
For the cleaning process of the glass-ITO substrates an ultrasonicator and a UV-Ozone (UV-O 3 ) cleaner were required. A digital multimeter, hot plates with magnetic stirrers, an oven, an analytical balance, and a Gilson pipette were also required throughout the experiment.
For the photovoltaic characterization of the devices and the measurement of HTL hole mobility, the solar light simulator was used. The devices were characterized at room temperature under Air Mass 1.5 Global (A.M. 1.5G). A UV-Vis spectrometer was utilized to obtain the transmittance spectrum of the PEDOT:PSS HTL and the absorption spectrum of the PTB7:PC 71 BM active layer blend. water, acetone, and isopropanol were required for the three-step cleaning process of the substrates. Calcium (Ca) and silver (Ag) pellets were used as the ETL and metal cathode respectively and were applied using the thermal vacuum evaporation method. For the cleaning process of the glass-ITO substrates an ultrasonicator and a UV-Ozone (UV-O3) cleaner were required. A digital multimeter, hot plates with magnetic stirrers, an oven, an analytical balance, and a Gilson pipette were also required throughout the experiment.
For the photovoltaic characterization of the devices and the measurement of HTL hole mobility, the solar light simulator was used. The devices were characterized at room temperature under Air Mass 1.5 Global (A.M. 1.5G). A UV-Vis spectrometer was utilized to obtain the transmittance spectrum of the PEDOT:PSS HTL and the absorption spectrum of the PTB7:PC71BM active layer blend. water, acetone, and isopropanol were required for the three-step cleaning process of the substrates. Calcium (Ca) and silver (Ag) pellets were used as the ETL and metal cathode respectively and were applied using the thermal vacuum evaporation method. For the cleaning process of the glass-ITO substrates an ultrasonicator and a UV-Ozone (UV-O3) cleaner were required. A digital multimeter, hot plates with magnetic stirrers, an oven, an analytical balance, and a Gilson pipette were also required throughout the experiment.
For the photovoltaic characterization of the devices and the measurement of HTL hole mobility, the solar light simulator was used. The devices were characterized at room temperature under Air Mass 1.5 Global (A.M. 1.5G). A UV-Vis spectrometer was utilized to obtain the transmittance spectrum of the PEDOT:PSS HTL and the absorption spectrum of the PTB7:PC71BM active layer blend. water, acetone, and isopropanol were required for the three-step cleaning process of the substrates. Calcium (Ca) and silver (Ag) pellets were used as the ETL and metal cathode respectively and were applied using the thermal vacuum evaporation method.
For the cleaning process of the glass-ITO substrates an ultrasonicator and a UV-Ozone (UV-O3) cleaner were required. A digital multimeter, hot plates with magnetic stirrers, an oven, an analytical balance, and a Gilson pipette were also required throughout the experiment.
For the photovoltaic characterization of the devices and the measurement of HTL hole mobility, the solar light simulator was used. The devices were characterized at room temperature under Air Mass 1.5 Global (A.M. 1.5G). A UV-Vis spectrometer was utilized to obtain the transmittance spectrum of the PEDOT:PSS HTL and the absorption spectrum of the PTB7:PC71BM active layer blend. 
Experimental Procedure-Logistics
The entire experiment took place over a three-day course [17, 18] as depicted in the flow chart below in Figure 2 .
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First Day-Session 1
In Session 1, the first three steps of the four-step cleaning process were carried out, so that clean glass-ITO substrates were ready to be used in device fabrication procedures in Session 2. This cleaning process serves to remove any dust particles or contaminating organic matter (e.g., fingermarks) from the ITO surface. The handling of the substrates was done using metal tweezers. The correct area to position the tweezers so as to avoid touching the active area of the device is shown in Figure 3 . The PTB7:PC71BM active layer blend was also prepared, as this material must be left stirring on a hotplate before it is ready for use in future sessions. 
Four Step Cleaning Process
First step: The substrates were first placed into a specified holder with the ITO-coated side facing in the same direction. To ensure that the ITO side of all substrates was indeed facing on the rightwards or leftwards, a digital multimeter was used to check the conductivity of the surface before the substrates were placed into the holder. The holder was then submerged into a 1000 mL beaker with enough deionized water containing one to two drops of liquid detergent. The deionized waterdetergent solute should be just enough to cover the glass-ITO substrates. The beaker was then placed 
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Experimental Procedure-Logistics
First Day-Session 1
Four Step Cleaning Process
First step: The substrates were first placed into a specified holder with the ITO-coated side facing in the same direction. To ensure that the ITO side of all substrates was indeed facing on the rightwards or leftwards, a digital multimeter was used to check the conductivity of the surface before the substrates were placed into the holder. The holder was then submerged into a 1000 mL beaker with enough deionized water containing one to two drops of liquid detergent. The deionized water-detergent solute should be just enough to cover the glass-ITO substrates. The beaker was then placed into an ultrasonic bath at room temperature for ten minutes. The ultrasonication cleaning process helps remove all traces of contaminants that have adhered to the ITO surface. The substrates were then thoroughly rinsed with deionized water as to remove all traces of detergent.
Second step: The holder was submerged in acetone in a different 1000 mL beaker for further cleaning and removal of organic residue. The beaker was again put in an ultrasonic bath at room temperature for ten minutes.
Third step: The holder was taken out of the acetone and submerged in isopropanol (2-propanol, IPA) in a 1000 mL beaker which was then put in a last ultrasonic bath at room temperature for ten minutes. The purpose of the isopropanol bath is to remove the acetone of the previous bath which, when dry, would leave marks on the ITO surface. The substrates were then transferred from the holder to a Petri dish with the ITO side facing up. The Petri dish was placed in an oven at 120 • C for at least 15 min for the substrates to dry. The substrates were then be stored in a covered Petri dish at room temperature, ready to be used in Session 2. The fourth step of the cleaning process described below was carried out before the deposition of each film begins.
Fourth step: The fourth and last step of the cleaning process was to place the substrates inside a UV-O 3 cleaner chamber ( Figure 4 ) for 15 min at about 1 mW/cm 2 . This process not only removes any organic contamination, but it also increases the surfaces' hydrophilicity due to an increase in oxygen concentration, which in turn increases its affinity to the water solved PEDOT:PSS (HTL) which is the next material to be deposited. It has also been shown that UV-O 3 treatment of the ITO film planarizes the ITO creating a better interface with the PEDOT:PSS and increases its work function (WF) to 4.7 eV. This increase in the WF of ITO is a desired effect because it assists in better matching with the HOMO energy level of PEDOT:PSS (5.2 eV), the HTL. The better energy-matching will lower the energy barrier the photogenerated holes will experience during their transportation from the HTL onto the anode. It should be pointed out that UV-O 3 treatment had to take place a few minutes before the PEDOT:PSS HTL deposition since the increased hydrophilicity effect on the treated ITO-coated substrates is effaced after about 4 h. This treatment was also performed before the fabrication of the hole-only and the electron-only devices began. into an ultrasonic bath at room temperature for ten minutes. The ultrasonication cleaning process helps remove all traces of contaminants that have adhered to the ITO surface. The substrates were then thoroughly rinsed with deionized water as to remove all traces of detergent. Second step: The holder was submerged in acetone in a different 1000 mL beaker for further cleaning and removal of organic residue. The beaker was again put in an ultrasonic bath at room temperature for ten minutes.
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Preparation of the Bulk Heterojunction Active Layer Blend
The bulk heterojunction layer which acts as the photoactive layer consists of two materials intimately combined: the electron donor and the electron acceptor materials, which in organic solar cells are usually organic conjugated polymers and fullerene derivatives, respectively. It is essential that the two materials be miscible in the same solvent so that the blend can be successfully prepared.
The donor is the material that absorbs light (photons) and generates excitons. Therefore, it must be a low-energy band gap (Eg) material with high absorbance. A low Eg ensures that more 
The donor is the material that absorbs light (photons) and generates excitons. Therefore, it must be a low-energy band gap (E g ) material with high absorbance. A low E g ensures that more wavelengths of solar light are absorbed. A long exciton diffusion length (L D ) is also desired, meaning that the exciton can travel further in the donor material towards its interface with the acceptor and be dissociated. This minimizes exciton recombination losses since it increases the possibility of the exciton meeting the donor-acceptor interfaces where it separates into free carriers: an electron and a hole. The donor should also have a high hole mobility for the holes generated after the exciton dissociation to travel swiftly through the donor towards the active layer/HTL interface without recombining with electrons. In the same sense, the acceptor material should have high electron mobility for the electrons to travel fast toward the active layer/ETL interface avoiding any possible recombination with holes. Moreover, to avoid charge accumulation the HTL and the ETL hole and electron mobilities should be as balanced as possible.
There are many donor and acceptor materials to select from when designing a bulk heterojunction blend. There are a few criteria to follow to find a suitable pair-active layer system. Firstly, it is essential that the energy levels (HOMO and LUMO) of the donor and acceptor align in the manor depicted in Figure 5 . The exciton dissociates at the donor/acceptor interfaces due to potential energy difference. The energy difference (∆E LUMO ) between the LUMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor must be equal to or larger than the binding energy of the generated exciton (in the most organic donor polymers the exciton binding energy is of the order of 0.3-0.5 eV). That way, when the exciton reaches the donor-acceptor interface, there is a sufficient potential difference (∆E LUMO ) for the exciton to dissociate and generate free charge carriers. A lower ∆E LUMO value means that the exciton will not dissociate, therefore no free carriers will be generated, however, a larger ∆E LUMO compared to the exciton binding energy is considered as a loss and results in a smaller V OC value. It is apparent that the suitable ∆E LUMO is a trade-off between the small energy bandgap and the achievement of high V OC value. Note that the V OC value corresponds to the energy difference between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor ( Figure 5 ). wavelengths of solar light are absorbed. A long exciton diffusion length (LD) is also desired, meaning that the exciton can travel further in the donor material towards its interface with the acceptor and be dissociated. This minimizes exciton recombination losses since it increases the possibility of the exciton meeting the donor-acceptor interfaces where it separates into free carriers: an electron and a hole. The donor should also have a high hole mobility for the holes generated after the exciton dissociation to travel swiftly through the donor towards the active layer/HTL interface without recombining with electrons. In the same sense, the acceptor material should have high electron mobility for the electrons to travel fast toward the active layer/ETL interface avoiding any possible recombination with holes. Moreover, to avoid charge accumulation the HTL and the ETL hole and electron mobilities should be as balanced as possible There are many donor and acceptor materials to select from when designing a bulk heterojunction blend. There are a few criteria to follow to find a suitable pair-active layer system. Firstly, it is essential that the energy levels (HOMO and LUMO) of the donor and acceptor align in the manor depicted in Figure 5 . The exciton dissociates at the donor/acceptor interfaces due to potential energy difference. The energy difference (ΔΕLUMO) between the LUMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor must be equal to or larger than the binding energy of the generated exciton (in the most organic donor polymers the exciton binding energy is of the order of 0.3-0.5 eV). That way, when the exciton reaches the donor-acceptor interface, there is a sufficient potential difference (ΔΕLUMO) for the exciton to dissociate and generate free charge carriers. A lower ΔΕLUMO value means that the exciton will not dissociate, therefore no free carriers will be generated, however, a larger ΔΕLUMO compared to the exciton binding energy is considered as a loss and results in a smaller VOC value. It is apparent that the suitable ΔΕLUMO is a trade-off between the small energy bandgap and the achievement of high VOC value. Note that the VOC value corresponds to the energy difference between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor ( Figure 5 ). Table 2 demonstrates a few common donor polymers that are used with the acceptor PC71BM including the LUMO energy values of each donor, the energy difference between the LUMO of each donor and the LUMO of PC71BM (ΔΕLUMO) as well as the energy bandgap (Eg) of each donor polymer [19] . PC71BM has a LUMO level of 3.9 eV and a HOMO one of 5.9 eV. On the other hand, Table 3 presents a few common organic materials that are used with the donor PTB7 including the LUMO energy values of each acceptor, the energy difference between the LUMO of PTB7 and the LUMO of each acceptor (ΔΕLUMO), as well as the energy bandgap (Eg) of each [20] . PTB7 has a LUMO level of 3.31 eV and a HOMO one of 5.12 eV. [19] . PC 71 BM has a LUMO level of 3.9 eV and a HOMO one of 5.9 eV. On the other hand, Table 3 presents a few common organic materials that are used with the donor PTB7 including the LUMO energy values of each acceptor, the energy difference between the LUMO of PTB7 and the LUMO of each acceptor (∆E LUMO ), as well as the energy bandgap (E g ) of each [20] . PTB7 has a LUMO level of 3.31 eV and a HOMO one of 5.12 eV. According to the data presented in Table 2 , PTB7 is a suitable donor polymer to be used with PC 71 BM since the ∆E between the LUMO levels (0.59 eV) is higher than the binding energy of a singlet exciton (0.5 eV). Even though PTB7-Th has a lower band gap energy than PTB7, which as mentioned earlier, is a desired attribute, the ∆E LUMO (0.24 eV) is far from 0.5 eV.
When the donor-acceptor pair are selected, the optimization of the bulk heterojunction blend is crucial to the solar device's performance. Optimization involves achieving a bulk heterojunction structure in which (a) the interfacial area between donor and acceptor is increased and (b) the distance which the exciton must travel to reach the interface is minimized, therefore increasing the possibility of the generated excitons reaching the interface and dissociating. Because the diffusion length of a polymer singlet exciton (L D ) is typically 10-20 nm [21] , it is also crucial that the excitons are generated at a distance smaller than 10 nm from the donor/acceptor interface to minimize exciton recombination rates. Optimization of the bulk heterojunction blend is achieved through intimate mixing of the two materials to extend the interfacial area, by achieving optimum concentrations and then depositing the blend via spin-coating onto the HTL achieving an ideal thickness. This brings us to the materials used and the experimental parameters followed in this manuscript for the preparation of a suitable BHJ active layer blend.
The donor and acceptor materials utilized in the experiment were the conjugated polymer PTB7 and the fullerene derivative PC 71 BM, respectively. Their chemical structure can be seen in Table 1 . Both these compounds are available in solid powder form and are blended in a mixed solute of chlorobenzene and DIO. A concentration of 25 mg/mL PTB7:PC 71 BM solution (1:1.5) in chlorobenzene/DIO (97:3 vol%) mixed solvent yields desired results regarding solar device performance and organic solar cells [22] . To prepare the blend, firstly 10 mg of PTB7 were weighed and added to 970 µL of chlorobenzene contained in a 2 mL clear vial. The vial was then placed on a hotplate to be stirred at 70 • C for 60 min. When the hour was up, 15 mg of PC 71 BM were added to the solution which was stirred overnight at 70 • C. The application of heat and stirring firstly assists in the faster dilution of the PTB7 and PC 71 BM powder in the CB solute and, secondly, serves to avoid the coagulation that occurs at temperatures lower that 70 • C. While the solution was left to be stirred, it must be kept under dark conditions to minimize light exposure of the material.
Second Day-Session 2
After being left to be stirred at 70 • C overnight, DIO (30 µL) was added to the mixture and was stirred at 70 • C under dark conditions for 60 min before use [23] .
Hole Transport Layer
The hole transport layer (HTL) was deposited between the anode and the active layer in the organic solar cell conventional structure. It serves a dual role in the devices' operation: Firstly, it transports holes that are generated upon the exciton dissociation to the anode and, secondly, it blocks electrons therefore avoiding carrier recombination. For this reason, the material utilized as the HTL must have high conductivity and high hole mobility to ensure that as many holes as possible are delivered to the anode electrode quickly and efficiently. It is also imperative that the HTL material has a low absorption value; Because light travels through the HTL to reach the active layer, any light absorbed by the HTL material contributes to optical losses and, consequently, to electrical losses for the overall solar cell device. Another variable that effects the optical characteristics of the HTL is the thickness of the film. As mentioned earlier, the absorbance of the HTL must be at a minimum, therefore a small thickness for this layer is desired. However, an HTL that is too thin (less than 10 nm thickness) is inefficient as an electron blocking layer since the electrons may travel through via tunneling effect. There is an optimum thickness for the HTL which balances both low absorbance and efficient electron blocking, and it is experimentally optimized. The ideal thickness of the HTL is a tradeoff between low absorption and efficient electron blocking of this layer. The morphology of the HTL film is also of high importance. The HTL film surface should be as smooth as possible to ensure more pathways for the holes at the active layer/HTL interface. The roughness of a film surface is expressed through the Root Mean Square (RMS) value which can be measured using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), as will be addressed in Section 4.5.4.
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), which is a semi-conductive polymer, is a widely used compound as the HTL material in organic solar cells. The chemical structure of this compound is also depicted in Table 1 . PEDOT:PSS has a high conductivity value of up to 1000 S/cm and a transparency as high as 90% (for 100 nm thickness) [24] , making it a suitable HTL compound.
Deposition of the Hole Transport Layer
The PEDOT:PSS was purchased as a pre-mixed aqueous dispersion with a concentration of 1.3 to 1.7 wt.%. It was stored in a refrigerator for preservation. Before it can be used, it was allowed to reach room temperature in order for its viscosity to be recovered (10-30 cP at 20 • C). The PEDOT:PSS dispersion was deposited via static spin coating. The equipment used can be seen in Figure 6a ,b. When it had reached room temperature and was ready to be used, PEDOT:PSS was taken from the vial using a syringe. A 0.45 µm Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) filter was fixed onto the syringe to remove any impurities or aggregated particles as the PEDOT:PSS was applied. The PEDOT:PSS was applied to the glass-ITO substrate using this syringe-filter set up. Using the settings screen, the spin-coater was set to spin the substrate at 6000 rpm for 60 s [25] . The substrate was then positioned ITO-side up in the center of the rotator. The substrate was held in place via vacuum suction. The PEDOT:PSS was then spread on the substrate with the syringe-filter set up, the lid of the spin coater was closed, and the spin coater was activated. This procedure can be seen performed on a glass-ITO substrate that has undergone UV-O 3 treatment and on one that has not in Videos S1 and S2 respectively (provided as supporting material). Students should note that the PEDOT:PSS exhibits better adhesion to the UV-O 3 treated substrate, compared to the untreated one, as depicted in Figure 7 . This is due to the increase in hydrophilicity of the surface. It is advised that students repeat this process in order to see firsthand the impact of UV-O 3 treatment on the quality of the PEDOT:PSS film. When the spin coating procedure was completed, the wiping process was carried out in which a strip of PEDOT:PSS from the top and bottom section of the substrate was wiped away with a cotton swab soaked in deionized water (Video S3). This strip was removed to ensure that the cathode came into contact with the anode (ITO layer) without the HTL blocking it. After this wiping process, the substrates were placed in an oven at 120 • C for 15 min in order to remove the humidity and aid the crystallization of PEDOT:PSS thus forming the HTL film. 
Transmittance Measurement of PEDOT:PSS
As mentioned earlier, a suitable HTL film should be as transparent as possible. It is of great importance that the material used as the HTL shows very high transmittance in the solar light spectrum, especially in the spectral region where the AL absorbs, ensuring that more light reaches the AL and minimizing optical losses. For this reason, the transmittance of the deposited PEDOT:PSS film was obtained via UV-Vis spectroscopy. A Glass-ITO substrate was used as a reference. Figure 8 depicts the transmittance spectrum obtained for a PEDOT:PSS film deposited at 5000 rpm with a thickness of 25 nm. At wavelengths larger than 389 nm the transparency reaches and surpassed 80% with a maximum transparency value of 88.7% at 462 nm. 
Morphology Characterization of PEDOT:PSS-Atomic Force Microscopy
In solar cell characterization atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be utilized to determine the morphology, the roughness and even the thickness of a film. Performing these measurements on the PEDOT:PSS and the PTB7:PC71BM films gave us insight into how each of the films surface roughness effects the performance of these materials as an HTL and the AL respectively. In this experiment, AFM measurements were performed to assess the surface roughness of the HTL and active layer films by acquiring the root mean square roughness value (RMS) and obtaining an overall view of the surface morphology through 3D imaging. The lower the RMS value, the smoother the film surface is. The roughness of the PEDOT:PSS film is an important parameter in the performance of the cell, as it defines the interface between the HTL and the active layer. A low RMS value indicates a smooth film surface. A smooth HTL film is desired for a better interface, as this results in more available pathways for the generated holes to travel from the donor material into the PEDOT:PSS. It should be noted that the deposition of the AL onto the PEDOT:PSS HTL results in the planarization of the HTL making the surface smoother.
The PEDOT:PSS film that had now been spin coated on the UV-O3 treated glass-ITO substrate and thermally annealed underwent an AFM measurement which gave us information of the film's morphology, as well as of its roughness. AFM 3D images for PEDOT:PSS films had revealed areas of smaller and larger heights which are represented in the image by light and dark areas respectively. These bright and dark areas are commonly associated with PEDOT and PSS rich regions [25, 26] . The low RMS value for the pristine PEDOT:PSS film of 1.124 nm implied its smooth surface (Figure 9 ). 
In solar cell characterization atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be utilized to determine the morphology, the roughness and even the thickness of a film. Performing these measurements on the PEDOT:PSS and the PTB7:PC 71 BM films gave us insight into how each of the films surface roughness effects the performance of these materials as an HTL and the AL respectively. In this experiment, AFM measurements were performed to assess the surface roughness of the HTL and active layer films by acquiring the root mean square roughness value (RMS) and obtaining an overall view of the surface morphology through 3D imaging. The lower the RMS value, the smoother the film surface is. The roughness of the PEDOT:PSS film is an important parameter in the performance of the cell, as it defines the interface between the HTL and the active layer. A low RMS value indicates a smooth film surface. A smooth HTL film is desired for a better interface, as this results in more available pathways for the generated holes to travel from the donor material into the PEDOT:PSS. It should be noted that the deposition of the AL onto the PEDOT:PSS HTL results in the planarization of the HTL making the surface smoother.
The PEDOT:PSS film that had now been spin coated on the UV-O 3 treated glass-ITO substrate and thermally annealed underwent an AFM measurement which gave us information of the film's morphology, as well as of its roughness. AFM 3D images for PEDOT:PSS films had revealed areas of smaller and larger heights which are represented in the image by light and dark areas respectively. These bright and dark areas are commonly associated with PEDOT and PSS rich regions [25, 26] . The low RMS value for the pristine PEDOT:PSS film of 1.124 nm implied its smooth surface (Figure 9 ). 
Sheet Resistance Measurement of PEDOT:PSS
The sheet resistance (R s ) values for the PEDOT:PSS film and, later on, the PTB7:PC 71 BM active layer film were acquired by firstly obtaining the conductivity data from the Hall-effect measurements using the four-point probe method (Kelvin technique) and performing suitable calculations. R s affects the way with which charges travel along the surface of a film. Therefore, the R s value can be an indicator of the efficiency with which charges travel through the PEDOT:PSS and PTB7:PC 71 BM films and, ultimately, is a factor in the overall performance of the OSC. For these measurements to be conducted, a layer of PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated statically onto a UV-Ozone treated ITO-glass substrate at 5000 rpm for one min and was then annealed in an oven at 120 • C for 15 min. This is in accordance with the parameters followed for the deposition of the PEDOT:PSS layer in the completed solar device. Then, Ag paste was utilized to create electrodes on four corners of the PEDOT:PSS film (four-point probe method). The 4-point probe technique is one of the most common experimental methods for measuring resistivity. This configuration consists of four independent electrical terminals where two terminals are used to apply current to the sample, and the other two terminals measure the resulting potential drop across the defined portion of the sample. In the technique of linear four-point probes all measurement tips are placed along a straight line and separated by a constant distance [28] . The Hall effect measurements were conducted in air, at room temperature. After obtaining the conductivity value (σ) of the PEDOT:PSS film, the R s value may be calculated using Equations (1) and (2) for a known film thickness.
where ρ is the resistivity, and t is the thickness of the film. The obtained sheet resistance (R s ) value for the PEDOT:PSS film was received using the four-point probe method (Kelvin technique) and determined by Equations (1) and (2) for a film thickness of 25 nm, as confirmed via AFM. For a σ value of 5.086 × 10 −4 S/cm for the PEDOT:PSS film, the ρ value was calculated to be 1.966 × 10 3 Ω cm. Therefore, the R s value for this thickness according to Equation (2) was 7.86 × 10 7 Ω.
Deposition of PTB7:PC 71 BM via Dynamic Spin Coating Method
When AFM and UV-Vis measurements had been conducted for the HTL, the deposition of the AL blend followed. The spin coating method for this layer differed from that used for the HTL. Firstly, it took place inside the controlled inert conditions of a glove box (N 2 gas). Secondly, the active layer was applied using the dynamic spin-coating method. This method is different than that of the static spin coating procedure, in that the substrate is first set into rotation and then the blend is deposited while the substrate is spinning.
Using the settings screen, the spin coater was set to spin the substrates at 2500 rpm for 30 s. It has been reported that these parameters result in the optimum thickness of the BHJ blend. In our case this thickness has been shown to be about 85 nm, improving the tradeoff between photon absorption and minimum distance the exciton must travel to reach the donor/acceptor interfaces. For the deposition of the active layer blend the substrate is placed in the slot and 50 µL of the solution are acquired with a Gilson pipette. The substrate was then set into rotation and the blend was applied (dynamic mode). After the active layer had been deposited, the substrates were placed in an active vacuum for 20 min to remove the CB solute. A strip from the top and bottom of each substrate was then wiped with a cotton swab soaked in anhydrous CF, ensuring that the ITO anode and Ag cathode would come into contact when the device is complete. It should be noted that during this procedure the gloves of the glove box were covered by a pair of disposable nitrile gloves, to protect them from any damage that may be caused by organic solvents such as CF.
Absorption Measurement of PTB7:PC 71 BM via UV-Vis Spectroscopy
The absorption spectrum of the AL film was obtained via UV-Vis spectroscopy. It was possible to measure the absorption of the donor and acceptor material separately. As mentioned earlier, the donor material is the component that absorbs photons and generates excitons. Therefore, it is important that the donor material has high absorption intensity and a wide absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum for the active layer blend was obtained using a UV-Vis Spectrometer, where a glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS structure was the reference device. This technique provides a way of investigating how efficiently this active layer blend absorbs in the Ultra Violet and Visible region of the sunlight spectrum.
The respective UV-vis spectrum for PTB7:PC 71 BM blend can be seen in Figure 10 . This polymer-fullerene blend exhibits the strongest absorption in the visible region and extends into the near infrared region (NIR) with lower absorption values. Maximum absorption was measured at 307 nm. The maximum absorption observed in the visible was at 506 nm. It should be noted that is desirable for the HTL materials to demonstrate very low absorption at the visible region. This decreases the optical losses as more photons surpass the HTL and are absorbed by the donor in the AL. However, with minimal HTL light absorption, as will be discussed below, the completed device was fully operating and showed moderate efficiency. For higher device performance, the HTL film should ideally be fully transparent or at least where the active layer absorbs light (normal structured devices). The absorption spectrum of the AL film was obtained via UV-Vis spectroscopy. It was possible to measure the absorption of the donor and acceptor material separately. As mentioned earlier, the donor material is the component that absorbs photons and generates excitons. Therefore, it is important that the donor material has high absorption intensity and a wide absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum for the active layer blend was obtained using a UV-Vis Spectrometer, where a glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS structure was the reference device. This technique provides a way of investigating how efficiently this active layer blend absorbs in the Ultra Violet and Visible region of the sunlight spectrum.
The respective UV-vis spectrum for PTB7:PC71BM blend can be seen in Figure 10 . This polymerfullerene blend exhibits the strongest absorption in the visible region and extends into the near infrared region (NIR) with lower absorption values. Maximum absorption was measured at 307 nm. The maximum absorption observed in the visible was at 506 nm. It should be noted that is desirable for the HTL materials to demonstrate very low absorption at the visible region. This decreases the optical losses as more photons surpass the HTL and are absorbed by the donor in the AL. However, with minimal HTL light absorption, as will be discussed below, the completed device was fully operating and showed moderate efficiency. For higher device performance, the HTL film should ideally be fully transparent or at least where the active layer absorbs light (normal structured devices). 
Morphology Characterization of PTB7:PC71BM-Atomic Force Microscopy
After the deposition of the AL, AFM measurements were also conducted on this film mainly to determine its roughness. The roughness of the AL surface is an important parameter for the device's performance. As with the case of PEDOT:PSS, a smoother film surface ensures a smoother interface with the next material to be deposited. A smoother AL surface ensures a better interface between the AL and the ETL resulting in more efficient extraction of electrons from the electron donor to the ETL. The increase in charge extraction contributes to better charge collection, therefore increasing the FF value and, by extent, the PCE value. Furthermore, the more efficient electron extraction owing to an optimized interface results in less charge recombination therefore in a larger free carrier number. This has a positive effect on the JSC value.
The morphology of the AL film was evaluated by determining the roughness via AFM. An indicative surface image obtained via AFM measurement for PTB7:PC71BM deposited on PEDOT:PSS can be seen in Figure 11 for which the RMS value was 1.099 nm. 
Morphology Characterization of PTB7:PC 71 BM-Atomic Force Microscopy
After the deposition of the AL, AFM measurements were also conducted on this film mainly to determine its roughness. The roughness of the AL surface is an important parameter for the device's performance. As with the case of PEDOT:PSS, a smoother film surface ensures a smoother interface with the next material to be deposited. A smoother AL surface ensures a better interface between the AL and the ETL resulting in more efficient extraction of electrons from the electron donor to the ETL. The increase in charge extraction contributes to better charge collection, therefore increasing the FF value and, by extent, the PCE value. Furthermore, the more efficient electron extraction owing to an optimized interface results in less charge recombination therefore in a larger free carrier number. This has a positive effect on the J SC value.
The morphology of the AL film was evaluated by determining the roughness via AFM. An indicative surface image obtained via AFM measurement for PTB7:PC 71 BM deposited on PEDOT:PSS can be seen in Figure 11 The same method applies as with the Rs measurement of PEDOT:PSS. First, a layer of PTB7:PC71BM was deposited onto an UV-O3 treated glass-ITO substrate according to the spin coating parameters of the active layer for the completed device; 50 μL of PTB7:PC71BM were dynamically spin coated onto the substrate at 2500 rpm for 30 s in the inert conditions of a glovebox. The substrate was then placed in an active vacuum chamber for 20 min and Ag paste was used to create four points on the PTB7:PC71BM film to serve the purpose of electrodes for the Hall effect measurement.
As with PEDOT:PSS the Rs value for the PTB7:PC71BM active layer film was obtained using the four-point probe method and determined by Equations (1) and (2) (Section 4.5.5) for a film thickness of 85 nm which was confirmed by AFM. Taking into account the conductivity value of 1.2 × 10 −6 S/cm and using Equations (1) and (2), a sheet resistance value of 7.24 × 10 10 Ω was calculated.
Deposition of the Ca-ETL and the Ag cathode
The calcium and silver layers were deposited via vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE). The thermal vacuum evaporator was located inside a glove box ensuring that atmosphere sensitive materials remain stable. In this process, Ca and Ag pellets were placed in a cavity enclosed within a vacuum chamber. The metal that was to become the coating was placed on a specified base, which was known as a "boat", over the cavity. Separate boats are used for Ca and Ag. The cavity was supplied with a current of 165.1 A for Ca and 146.7 Α for Ag and, due to its Ohmic resistance, was heated under vacuum conditions of 10 −6 mbar. The metal pellets melt and evaporate. The vaporized molecules of the material overlaid on the substrate and formed the coating. The coating thickness depends on the distance of the substrate from the cavity (source evaporation) and the time of supply with electricity. The overlay can be made on specific parts of the substrate with the use of shadow masks. This mask left only the area we wished to coat exposed. Firstly, 5 nm of Ca were deposited onto the substrates. Then 100 nm of Ag were evaporated to form the cathode.
Ag has a work function of −4.26 eV whereas the ITO anode has a work function of −4.8 eV. This way the free charges generated in the active layer drift toward the respective electrodes, due to a difference in potential. The free electrons and holes are driven by built-in electric field and are collected by the electrodes thus generating electric current.
Carrier Mobility: Hole Mobility-Electron Mobility
The last characterization method to be performed was the measurement of hole and electron mobility of the acceptor and the donor respectively. Carrier mobility in a semiconductor is one of the most important parameters for the operation of electronic devices, organic solar cells included. The mobility measures the ability of free carriers (electrons or holes) to move in the material as it is As with PEDOT:PSS the R s value for the PTB7:PC 71 BM active layer film was obtained using the four-point probe method and determined by Equations (1) and (2) (Section 4.5.5) for a film thickness of 85 nm which was confirmed by AFM. Taking into account the conductivity value of 1.2 × 10 −6 S/cm and using Equations (1) and (2), a sheet resistance value of 7.24 × 10 10 Ω was calculated.
Deposition of the Ca-ETL and the Ag cathode
The calcium and silver layers were deposited via vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE). The thermal vacuum evaporator was located inside a glove box ensuring that atmosphere sensitive materials remain stable. In this process, Ca and Ag pellets were placed in a cavity enclosed within a vacuum chamber. The metal that was to become the coating was placed on a specified base, which was known as a "boat", over the cavity. Separate boats are used for Ca and Ag. The cavity was supplied with a current of 165.1 A for Ca and 146.7 A for Ag and, due to its Ohmic resistance, was heated under vacuum conditions of 10 −6 mbar. The metal pellets melt and evaporate. The vaporized molecules of the material overlaid on the substrate and formed the coating. The coating thickness depends on the distance of the substrate from the cavity (source evaporation) and the time of supply with electricity. The overlay can be made on specific parts of the substrate with the use of shadow masks. This mask left only the area we wished to coat exposed. Firstly, 5 nm of Ca were deposited onto the substrates. Then 100 nm of Ag were evaporated to form the cathode.
Carrier Mobility: Hole Mobility-Electron Mobility
The last characterization method to be performed was the measurement of hole and electron mobility of the acceptor and the donor respectively. Carrier mobility in a semiconductor is one of the most important parameters for the operation of electronic devices, organic solar cells included.
The mobility measures the ability of free carriers (electrons or holes) to move in the material as it is subjected to an external electric field. Hole or electron mobility is essentially the ability of a hole or electron to move through a metal or semiconductor when electrical charge is applied.
The hole mobility of each fabricated device can be calculated using the Mott-Gurney equation (Equation (3) ) below:
where µ is the hole mobility value, ε 0 is vacuum permittivity with a value of ε 0 = 8.854 × 10 −12 F/m, ε r is the relative permittivity, which for organic solar cells has a value of ε r = 3 and L is the thickness of the PEDOT:PSS layer. V was the measured electric potential and V bi is the built-in potential, which for PEDOT:PSS has a value of V bi = 0.3 V.
To measure the hole mobility, a "hole only" transport device was fabricated. This device differs from the initial fabricated device in that the ETL is replaced by an HTL; namely the Ca ETL is replaced with an MoO 3 interlayer that acts as an HTL. So, a device with the following structure was fabricated: Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC 71 BM/MoO 3 /Ag, where the MoO 3 layer is deposited via thermal vacuum evaporation with a final thickness of 8 nm. The hole-only device was fabricated following the same parameters previously mentioned for the fabrication of the fully operational BHJ OSC. More specifically PEDOT:PSS was spin coated statically at 5000 rpm, 50 µL of PTB7:PC 71 BM was dynamically spin coated at 2500 rpm for 30 s, 8 nm of MoO 3 were deposited instead of 5 nm of Ca, and lastly 100 nm of Ag were deposited via thermal vacuum deposition. The J-(V-V bi ) 2 graph was then obtained for this device using a solar simulator. Figure 12a shows a graph for a Glass/ITO/PEDOT: PSS/PTB7:PC 71 BM/MoO 3 /Ag, device. The hole mobility value was calculated as follows: The value of the fitting slope in a J-(V-V bi ) 2 graph is equal to the J SC value in the Mott-Gurney equation (Equation (3) ). Therefore, by substituting this value and solving for µ the hole mobility value for the PEDOT:PSS layer can be calculated. The µ h value calculated for this device was 5.81 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 .
Similarly, for the electron mobility measurement an "electron only" transport device was fabricated. This device has a structure of: glass/ITO/PFN/PTB7:PC 71 BM/Ca/Ag, where PFN is the conjugated organic polymer Poly [(9,9-bis(3 -(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)]. A PFN solution with a concentration of 0.4 mg/mL in a solute consisting of 98 µL of deionized water and 2 µL acetic acid was prepared in the inert conditions of a glove box. Four layers of PFN were deposited onto the ITO anode via dynamic spin coating at 1000 rpm inside a glove box. The rest of the fabrication process for this device was identical to the fabrication process of the conventional bulk heterojunction organic solar cell described in this manuscript. The J-(V-V bi ) 2 graph was then obtained for this device using a solar simulator and the electron mobility value (µ e ) was calculated using the Mott-Gurney equation, as done previously in the case of hole mobility (µ h ). An electron current density-(V-V bi ) 2 graph obtained for an electron only device can be seen in Figure 12b , for which the µ e value was calculated to be 6.01 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 .
The µ h /µ e can be a good performance indicator for the solar device; ideally, the µ h /µ e ratio should be approaching the unity in order to reduce the charge accumulation effect in the interfaces; thus, reducing the recombination rates. This would mean that all the free electron and free holes generated would successfully travel at the same velocity within the ETL and HTL respectively and be collected by the respective electrodes. In practice, however, this ideal condition has never been achieved, so a small µ h /µ e ratio is the goal when designing an organic solar cell; in our case, the µ h /µ e ratio was 9.67. 
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Electrical Performance-Organic Solar Cell Device evaluation-Photovoltaic Performance
The photovoltaic performance of the device was evaluated by measuring the current density versus voltage (J-V) under conditions of light using a solar light simulator and obtaining the photovoltaic parameters, short current density (JSC), the open circuit voltage (VOC), the power conversion efficiency (PCE), and the fill factor (FF). A J-V curve obtained for a photovoltaic device fabricated following the parameters described in this manuscript can be seen in Figure 13a . The circuit generated from the solar device is equal to the number of photoinduced carriers that are eventually collected at the electrodes. Therefore, it is dependent on the photon absorption 
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Device Characterization
Third Day-Session 3
Electrical Performance-Organic Solar Cell Device evaluation-Photovoltaic Performance
The photovoltaic performance of the device was evaluated by measuring the current density versus voltage (J-V) under conditions of light using a solar light simulator and obtaining the photovoltaic parameters, short current density (JSC), the open circuit voltage (VOC), the power conversion efficiency (PCE), and the fill factor (FF). A J-V curve obtained for a photovoltaic device fabricated following the parameters described in this manuscript can be seen in Figure 13a . The circuit generated from the solar device is equal to the number of photoinduced carriers that are eventually collected at the electrodes. Therefore, it is dependent on the photon absorption The circuit generated from the solar device is equal to the number of photoinduced carriers that are eventually collected at the electrodes. Therefore, it is dependent on the photon absorption efficiency of the active layer, the exciton dissociation efficiency and the free carrier collection efficiency.
The "Fill Factor", more commonly known by its abbreviation "FF", is a parameter which, in conjunction with V OC and J SC , determines the maximum power from a solar cell. The FF is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of V OC and J SC . The FF value can be derived from the J-V measurement and is given from Equation (4) below, where P max is the maximum power, P T is the theoretical power that would be output at both the open circuit voltage and short circuit current together, J MP is the current density for maximum power, V MP is the voltage for maximum power. The FF is representative of the overall performance of the solar cell, considering the efficiency of charge generation in the donor material, charge separation at the donor-acceptor interface and charge collection at the electrodes.
Graphically, the FF is the area of the largest rectangle in which J-V curve can be contained which is illustrated in Figure 13b .
The main performance indicator is the power conversion efficiency (PCE or η), under standard reporting conditions (SRC) (temperature, spectral irradiance, and total irradiance) and it is equal to the maximum electrical power divided by the total incident irradiance (P in = 1000 W/m 2 , AM 1.5). The PCE value is given by Equation (5) below and is representative of the overall functionality of a solar cell.
A computer-controlled voltage and current sources provided the voltage difference and the current across the device. First, the lamp was turned on and the power was set to one Sun level (100 mW/cm 2 ). The device was placed into the characterization set-up and the necessary wiring followed. Initially, we brought together two metal probes of the Ossila test board, shown in Figure 14 . The whole layout was covered with a black box in order to start the measurement process under dark conditions. The Easy Expert software was launched, purchased from Keysight Technologies, solar cell mode was selected, the range and voltage were set, and finally the corresponding current-voltage curve was obtained in the dark. The algorithm of the program calculates important values for solar cells like short circuit current density (J SC , mA/cm 2 ), open circuit voltage (V OC , V), power maximum (P max , W), fill factor (FF), power conversion efficiency (PCE, %).
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A computer-controlled voltage and current sources provided the voltage difference and the current across the device. First, the lamp was turned on and the power was set to one Sun level (100 mW/cm 2 ). The device was placed into the characterization set-up and the necessary wiring followed. Initially, we brought together two metal probes of the Ossila test board, shown in Figure 14 . The whole layout was covered with a black box in order to start the measurement process under dark conditions. The Easy Expert software was launched, purchased from Keysight Technologies, solar cell mode was selected, the range and voltage were set, and finally the corresponding current-voltage curve was obtained in the dark. The algorithm of the program calculates important values for solar cells like short circuit current density (JSC, mA/cm 2 ), open circuit voltage (VOC, V), power maximum (Pmax, W), fill factor (FF), power conversion efficiency (PCE, %). Figure 14 . The test board used for making electrical connections to the photovoltaic devices. The substrate is placed in the center of the board and the cell which is to be characterized is selected using the respective switches. Image remains the copyright of Ossila Ltd. Taken with permission from Ossila Ltd. [29] . The test board used for making electrical connections to the photovoltaic devices. The substrate is placed in the center of the board and the cell which is to be characterized is selected using the respective switches. Image remains the copyright of Ossila Ltd. Taken with permission from Ossila Ltd. [29] .
The shadow mask used for the device patterning during Ag deposition via vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) is shown in Figure 15 . The complete fabricated BHJ OSC device is shown in Figure 16a , where Ag was used as the cathode (silver area). The blue squares superimposed onto the photograph indicate the active area of the device (Figure 16b ). The active area is that in which all layers of the OSC are present, starting from the ITO anode and ending at the Ag cathode. This is the area in which photocurrent is generated. The shadow mask used for the device patterning during Ag deposition via vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) is shown in Figure 15 . The complete fabricated BHJ OSC device is shown in Figure  16a , where Ag was used as the cathode (silver area). The blue squares superimposed onto the photograph indicate the active area of the device (Figure 16b ). The active area is that in which all layers of the OSC are present, starting from the ITO anode and ending at the Ag cathode. This is the area in which photocurrent is generated. Low JSC, VOC, and FF values can be attributed to optical and electrical losses. Optical losses occur through inefficient exciton generation through photon absorption, while electrical losses are attributed to poor free charge generation and collection. There are several loss mechanisms that may take place throughout at every stage of an OSC's operation cycle. Firstly, there exist surface reflection losses. Not all photons from incident light are absorbed, as part of the beam is reflected. The reflective light is no longer available for the generation of electron-hole pairs within the device. The layers that proceed the active layer within the OSC structure, namely the ITO anode and the PEDOT:PSS HTL, inevitably absorb a number of the photons that do enter the device. ITO being an extremely transparent material does not significantly contribute to this phenomenon. PEDOT:PSS, on the other hand, does not show low transmittance vales at wavelengths lower than 389 nm as seen in Figure 8 , meaning that some photons are absorbed by PEDOT:PSS thus never reaching the photoactive layer in order to generate excitons. Losses occur within the active layer for several reasons. For instance, not all wavelengths are absorbed with the same intensity by the donor-acceptor blend, as seen in Figure 10 . PTB7:PC71BM shows lower absorbance intensity in some regions of the visible spectrum, meaning that photons with the "wrong" wavelength are not absorbed by the donor to generate The shadow mask used for the device patterning during Ag deposition via vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) is shown in Figure 15 . The complete fabricated BHJ OSC device is shown in Figure  16a , where Ag was used as the cathode (silver area). The blue squares superimposed onto the photograph indicate the active area of the device (Figure 16b ). The active area is that in which all layers of the OSC are present, starting from the ITO anode and ending at the Ag cathode. This is the area in which photocurrent is generated. Low JSC, VOC, and FF values can be attributed to optical and electrical losses. Optical losses occur through inefficient exciton generation through photon absorption, while electrical losses are attributed to poor free charge generation and collection. There are several loss mechanisms that may take place throughout at every stage of an OSC's operation cycle. Firstly, there exist surface reflection losses. Not all photons from incident light are absorbed, as part of the beam is reflected. The reflective light is no longer available for the generation of electron-hole pairs within the device. The layers that proceed the active layer within the OSC structure, namely the ITO anode and the PEDOT:PSS HTL, inevitably absorb a number of the photons that do enter the device. ITO being an extremely transparent material does not significantly contribute to this phenomenon. PEDOT:PSS, on the other hand, does not show low transmittance vales at wavelengths lower than 389 nm as seen in Figure 8 , meaning that some photons are absorbed by PEDOT:PSS thus never reaching the photoactive layer in order to generate excitons. Losses occur within the active layer for several reasons. For instance, not all wavelengths are absorbed with the same intensity by the donor-acceptor blend, as seen in Figure 10 . PTB7:PC71BM shows lower absorbance intensity in some regions of the visible spectrum, meaning that photons with the "wrong" wavelength are not absorbed by the donor to generate Low J SC , V OC , and FF values can be attributed to optical and electrical losses. Optical losses occur through inefficient exciton generation through photon absorption, while electrical losses are attributed to poor free charge generation and collection. There are several loss mechanisms that may take place throughout at every stage of an OSC's operation cycle. Firstly, there exist surface reflection losses. Not all photons from incident light are absorbed, as part of the beam is reflected. The reflective light is no longer available for the generation of electron-hole pairs within the device. The layers that proceed the active layer within the OSC structure, namely the ITO anode and the PEDOT:PSS HTL, inevitably absorb a number of the photons that do enter the device. ITO being an extremely transparent material does not significantly contribute to this phenomenon. PEDOT:PSS, on the other hand, does not show low transmittance vales at wavelengths lower than 389 nm as seen in Figure 8 , meaning that some photons are absorbed by PEDOT:PSS thus never reaching the photoactive layer in order to generate excitons. Losses occur within the active layer for several reasons. For instance, not all wavelengths are absorbed with the same intensity by the donor-acceptor blend, as seen in Figure 10 . PTB7:PC 71 BM shows lower absorbance intensity in some regions of the visible spectrum, meaning that photons with the "wrong" wavelength are not absorbed by the donor to generate excitons. This is the reason that, ideally, the active layer should have a broad absorption spectrum with high absorbance at all wavelengths. A loss that also occurs in the active layer is that caused by charge recombination. Once excitons are generated in the donor polymer, a number of them may recombine, meaning that the electron recombines with the hole and the exciton no longer exists. This takes place when the distance between the exciton generation site and the donor-acceptor interface is larger than the exciton diffusion length (L D ). The result is less free charge carrier generation which leads to electrical losses. Electrical performance is also affected by the sheet resistance (R s ) of the individual layers. The lower the R s , the easier the free charge carriers flow toward the respective electrodes, however, R s can never practically be zero leading to diminished J SC .
A factor in the lowered performance of the cell may also be PTB7's low stability in ambient air. To combat this, the fabrication process from the active layer deposition onward should be carried out in the inert conditions of a glovebox. Alternatively, a different polymer with higher stability in ambient air, such as PTB7-Th, can be used as the electron donor instead.
External Quantum Efficiency
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were taken in order to cross check the measurements taken during the J-V characterization. Quantum efficiency (QE) is a measure of how efficiently the device converts the incident light into electrical energy at a given wavelength. EQE is the ratio between the number of collected carriers and the number of all the incident photons on the device active area at a given wavelength. The principle of EQE measurement is based on illuminating the sample by a monochromatic light and recording the device electrical current (number of generated carriers). By varying the frequency of the light, the entire curve of the current as a function of wavelength can then be established. The area under the curve will then represent the total number of carriers created by the device under full spectrum white light illumination. In other words, the integration of the curve will give the electrical current density. An EQE curve for a PTB7:PC 71 BM blend is shown in Figure 17 .
Before the solar device could be removed from the glovebox, it needed to be protected from the oxygen and moisture present in ambient atmosphere which cause degradation to all the materials that the solar device consists. The calcium used as the ETL showed significant degradation over a short period of time. Protection from ambient atmosphere was achieved by encapsulation in which a glass was applied to the active area of the device and held in place with a light-curable encapsulation epoxy which acted as an adhesive. More specifically 100 µL drops of epoxy were applied to the surface of a 12 mm × 15 mm piece of glass, ensuring that the epoxy was spread evenly over the glass surface. This epoxy covered glass was then applied to the device epoxy-side down covering the Ag electrodes and, by extent, the active area. The device was then placed in a UV lamp for 30 min to treat and dry the epoxy glue. The device could then be transferred from the glovebox into ambient atmosphere and used for EQE measurement. The J SC value obtained from the EQE measurement for the fabricated device was 15.81 mA/cm 2 .
Also observed in the EQE curve is the contribution of PC 71 BM to the generated photocurrent. This is evident from the peak observed between 360 nm and 380 nm. This shows that light absorption and charge generation i.e., exciton formation does not take place only in the electron donor polymer, but also in the fullerene-based electron acceptor [30, 31] . Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 23 Figure 17 . EQE curve obtained for PTB7:PC71BM active layer blend.
An essential reason for measuring the EQE of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell is to obtain the JSC value from the EQE graph and compare it to the JSC value obtained from the J-V graph. Essentially, the measurement of the EQE is a method of verification of the JSC and VOC values measured via solar simulator. Ideally, the JSC(EQE), also called integrated JSC (JSC,int), should be equal to the JSC(J-V), however, in practice this is never the case. Therefore, it is generally accepted that the deviation of the JSC(EQE) from the JSC(J-V) should be no more than 3%. Figure 13a depicts the experimental J-V curves of the photovoltaic device based on PTB7:PC71BM AL under illumination of 100 mW/cm 2 . All photovoltaic parameters (JSC, VOC, and FF) were calculated, while the PCE value was determined by Equation (5), as displayed in Table 4 . Finally, the JSC value obtained from the EQE measurement for the fabricated device was 15.81 mA/cm 2 , whereas the JSC value obtained from the J-V curve was JSC(J-V) = 16.32 mA/cm 2 . This means that the EQE calculated JSC value was less than 3% different than the actual measured JSC values, indicating good accuracy of the electrical organic solar cell measurement. 
Conclusions
To sum up, students paid close attention during the whole experimental procedure and made their notes regarding the substrates' cleaning and solutions preparation processes (1st day), as well as the device fabrication step-by-step (2nd day) and characterization (3rd day). Each layer of the device was characterized upon its deposition. In this context, the HTL and the AL, the "heart" of the device, were characterized through spectroscopic, electrical, and morphological characterization techniques.
The present manuscript offers insight on the operating principles of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell, presents a full description of the fabrication procedure followed in the construction of said photovoltaic device, as well as several fundamental photovoltaic device characterization techniques. Preceding the description of each step, its importance and the physical meaning were explained. The role and the selection criteria of each material used were analyzed. Therefore, it serves as an elementary guide for the teaching of these fabrication and characterization processes to undergraduate students. Not only did the students gain insight into the solar device fabrication process, they also became familiar with the basic laboratory methods utilized during this process. Furthermore, they better understood the fundamentals of operation of an organic photovoltaic cell and, by extension, photovoltaic cells in general, as well as which material properties must be An essential reason for measuring the EQE of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell is to obtain the J SC value from the EQE graph and compare it to the J SC value obtained from the J-V graph. Essentially, the measurement of the EQE is a method of verification of the J SC and V OC values measured via solar simulator. Ideally, the J SC(EQE) , also called integrated J SC (J SC,int ), should be equal to the J SC(J-V) , however, in practice this is never the case. Therefore, it is generally accepted that the deviation of the J SC(EQE) from the J SC(J-V) should be no more than 3%. Figure 13a depicts the experimental J-V curves of the photovoltaic device based on PTB7:PC 71 BM AL under illumination of 100 mW/cm 2 . All photovoltaic parameters (J SC , V OC , and FF) were calculated, while the PCE value was determined by Equation (5), as displayed in Table 4 . Finally, the J SC value obtained from the EQE measurement for the fabricated device was 15.81 mA/cm 2 , whereas the J SC value obtained from the J-V curve was J SC(J-V) = 16.32 mA/cm 2 . This means that the EQE calculated J SC value was less than 3% different than the actual measured J SC values, indicating good accuracy of the electrical organic solar cell measurement. Table 4 . Photovoltaic parameters of a state-of-the-art bulk heterojunction organic solar cell fabricated PTB7:PC71BM as the active layer blend.
J SC (mA/cm 2 ) V OC (V) FF (%) PCE (%)
Optimum Device 16.32 0.76 59.6 7.32
Conclusions
The present manuscript offers insight on the operating principles of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell, presents a full description of the fabrication procedure followed in the construction of said photovoltaic device, as well as several fundamental photovoltaic device characterization techniques. Preceding the description of each step, its importance and the physical meaning were explained. The role and the selection criteria of each material used were analyzed. Therefore, it serves as an elementary guide for the teaching of these fabrication and characterization processes to undergraduate students. Not only did the students gain insight into the solar device fabrication process, they also became familiar with the basic laboratory methods utilized during this process. Furthermore, they better understood the fundamentals of operation of an organic photovoltaic cell and, by extension, photovoltaic cells in general, as well as which material properties must be enhanced through treatments and functionalization in order to improve the efficiency of a photovoltaic cell.
